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JOHN ANDERSON (review of *Adaptation to Life*) is Chairperson of Economics, Bucknell University, Lewisburg, PA 17837, (717) 524–1247.

T. EARLE BOWEN, JR. (*Conference Retrospective*) is Assistant Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, University of Tennessee CHS, 8 S. Dunlap Street, Room BB8, Memphis, TN 38163, (901) 528–5520.

LANCE C. BUHL (*Executive Director's Message*) is President of Project for Educational Development, 1836 Euclid Avenue, Suite 203, Cleveland, OH 44115, (216) 241–7586.

ROBERT M. DIAMOND (Cartoon) is Assistant Vice Chancellor for Instructional Development, Center for Instructional Development, Syracuse University, 115 College Place, Syracuse, NY 13210, (315) 423–4571.


R. PENNY MARQUETTE (*Differing Student and Faculty Perceptions of Teaching Effectiveness and the Value of Student Evaluations* with George E. Stevens) is Assistant Professor of Accounting, James J. Nance College of Business Administration, Cleveland State University, Cleveland, OH 44115, (216) 687–3638.

GLENN F. NYRE (*Conference Demographics and Evaluation Summary and CSE, MO and AA: Three Evaluation Strategies* with Clare Rose) is Vice President of the Evaluation and Training Institute, 12401 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90025, (213) 820–8521.

DAVID L. O'RCALT (Diagnostic Testing in Mathematics) is Dean of Instructional Development and Professor of Mathematics, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106, (805) 961–3945.

CLARE ROSE (*CSE, MO and AA: Three Evaluation Strategies* with Glenn F. Nyre) is President of the Evaluation and Training Institute, 12401 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90025, (213) 820–8521.

STEPHEN C. SCHOLL (review of *The Adult's Learning Projects: A Fresh Approach to Theory and Practice in Adult Learning*) is Dean of Educational Services, Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, OH 43015, (614) 369–4431, ext. 710.

GEORGE E. STEVENS (*Differing Student and Faculty Perceptions of Teaching Effectiveness and the Value of Student Evaluations* with R. Penny Marquette) is Assistant Professor of Management, College of Business Administration, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85281, (602) 965–2227.

MARILLA D. SVINICKI (review of *Behavioral Instruction: An Evaluative Review*) is Assistant Director of the Center for Teaching Effectiveness, The University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712, (512) 471–1488.
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